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Abstract Academics produce science and teaching which requires specific unobservable characteristics. Applying the multi-dimensional screening methodology of Armstrong and Rochet (European Economic Review, 43, 959–979, 1999), it is shown that universities optimally propose a menu of contracts to academics: high powered incentives for those who are productive and lower ones for other agents. In some cases, the university can write a single contract for both tasks to increase production. An academic is then expected to produce more teaching to show that she likes science, which is an argument to produce science and teaching in a single institution: universities. These results are discussed in light of economic, sociological and educational literature. Keywords Multi-dimensional screening · Universities · Labor contracts JEL Classification I23 · J41 · L14 1 Introduction Universities have two main tasks: to produce science, that is, contribute to the advancement of knowledge and teaching, that is to train students and disseminate knowledge. However, it is not clear that the same institution should do both. There is a vivid debate on the subject. From a historical perspective, research entered universities only recently (see among others, Goldin and Katz 1999; Hattie and Marsh 2004). Before entering universities, research was produced under aristocratic patronage. Kings and nobility, concerned with the benefits of sponsorship (self-esteem, image, etc.), competed for A. Walckiers () Université Libre de Bruxelles, CP 114, Av. F.D. Roosevelt, 50, Bruxelles 1050, Belgium e-mail: [email protected]
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the production of novelty by “their” researchers (David 1998). According to many authors, Wilhelm von Humboldt brought research into universities during the nineteenth century (see, for example, Lenoir 1998; Schimank and Winnes 2000). His initial idea was the following: the role of the professor is to introduce students to the techniques of scientific problem solving and this should be done through research-based teaching: doing research with or in front of her students. This practice proved to be successful, but nowadays most courses in universities, especially those aimed at undergraduates, are no longer directly in touch with recent research. Moreover, since the number of students has increased drastically, teaching tasks require more investment by professors. It is interesting that these complaints appeared just after the universities got their second mission: during the second part of the nineteenth century “the recognition dawned that the fusion of teaching and research providing the rationale for developing these institutions in fact hindered science’s advance, since the bulk of resources had to go into supporting time-consuming low level training” (Lenoir 1998). Nowadays, the higher education institutions themselves have opposing views as can be seen when surfing their web pages. The main research universities want to build upon their recognized ability to produce science and suggest that research directly benefits the students. This leads to sentences like “Undergraduates, from the very first year, enjoy (. . .) research opportunities” or “research is to teaching as sin is to confession, one does not go without the other.” But the teaching colleges emphasize the unique devotion of their staff to students. Besides these actors, the question of the separation of the production of science and teaching has recently received a lot of attention by academics. A stream of papers appeared with the decision by the United Kingdom to reward research excellence. It was then decided to assess the quality of the research output of higher education institutions and to fund these institutions according to their results. This move by the United Kingdom led scientists and governing bodies to attempt to have an educated view on the pros and cons of having a single institution to produce both science and teaching. Most papers emphasize the ex post, moral hazard problem of multitasking. In a seminal paper, Holmstrom and Milgrom (1991)1 study contracts that reward efforts as a linear function of the observed outputs. They show that under these conditions, encouraging effort on one task generally crowds out efforts on the other tasks. In our case, this means that putting high powered incentives on research (promotions, opportunity to travel, peer esteem, etc.) reduces the attention on teaching (Dewatripont et al. 2001).2 1 See also Dewatripont et al. (2000) for a discussion. 2 Many observers (see Qamar uz Zaman 2004) consider that incentives are too generous on research



which leads academics to neglect teaching. Tullock (1993) states: “under present circumstances, academic salaries are determined almost entirely by research and very little by teaching, with the result that little attention is given to teaching”; and later in the same text describing the different types of professors, “one type that most of us have encountered around academic areas is the man who is deeply devoted to teaching and puts a great deal of time and energy into that activity. He normally is making significant financial sacrifice because teaching just does not pay in modern academe”. The evidence is less clear however. Dearden et al. (2001) report that the mean weight given to research is 55% in tenure decisions (they survey
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In this paper, I deal with the ex ante selection problem. More precisely, I assume that academics have task-specific characteristics (some are more productive at teaching and/or research), which implies that some agents produce more for a given reward. Moreover, universities design contracts in which they reward good production through tenure or improved working conditions. It is argued that in some cases, it can be attractive to produce research and teaching in the same institution. In the model, based on Armstrong and Rochet (1999), universities propose several types of contracts. Some contracts are high powered (a high reward for a high production but a sanction for low production) and are chosen by those agents who are productive. Other contracts are less linked to production and are chosen by agents who are less productive. It is argued further that the university can under some conditions, increase the production standards using the bundling mechanism.3 The university brings the production of teaching and research under a single contract. When the contract is written, the university endogenizes the fact that some individuals like, for instance, research: in order to prove that they want to get a research contract, they are expected to make an extra effort on their teaching tasks. The bundling mechanism formalizes an intuition put forward in the interpretation of some empirical studies. de Groot et al. (1991) analyze the economies of scale and scope in public and private universities. They do not find any economies of scope for joint production of teaching and research, but they find economies of scope between graduate and undergraduate instruction. They suggest that “this could be explained from the cost savings obtained by employing graduate students as teaching assistants at a relatively low price.” As in our paper, it is profitable to “bundle up” graduate studies and undergraduate instruction; to show their motivation for graduate studies, agents make an extra effort on undergraduate instruction. The model in this paper is also useful to analyze the relation between a subsidizing government and higher education institutions. The evaluation and the funding of these institutions is discussed in the light of the bundling mechanism. It is argued that the bundling mechanism is less likely to apply in this case. Indeed, the bundling mechanism is most useful when types are not too positively correlated, that is, when it is not too probable that the same individual is productive for teaching and research. It seems that types are more correlated at the group (or university) level than at the individual researcher level. This is why the bundling mechanism is more useful at the individual researcher level. The paper is organized as follows. First, some of the main arguments in favor and against the joint production of science and teaching are discussed. An emphasis is placed, on the one hand, on common desired characteristics that are useful to teach and do research, and on the other hand, on time scarcity. In Sect. 3, the main assumptions of a model are presented; it builds extensively on Armstrong and Rochet (1999) who launched the discrete-type multi-dimensional screening literature. 15 medium-sized institutions in the US). Euwals and Ward (2000) examine wages in 5 British universities and conclude: “perhaps surprising in this respect is the importance of teaching skills, which are revealed to have a sizeable impact on pay in our simulations”. 3 The multiproduct literature calls “bundling” the practice of selling a good to a consumer not only on the



basis of her preferences for this good but also depending on her type for other goods (see e.g. Avery and Hendershott 2000).
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In Sect. 4, the results are derived and it is shown that the university can take advantage of its monopsony power to increase output by “bundling up” the tasks together. Some subsections are devoted to understand more precisely how a relatively positive correlation (linked to common teacher and researcher characteristic) or negative correlation (linked to tight time constraints) affect expected output of the university and rents of the academics. The final section concludes.



2 Technical complementarity Before coming to the model, it may be useful to review some arguments in favor and against joint production of teaching and research. Indeed, as will become clear later on, a central issue will be whether productivity on teaching tasks is correlated with productivity on research. Regarding this issue, the scientific literature and the popular press focuses mainly on two subquestions: • Are there common “desired characteristics” to teach and do research? • Is time scarcity a big issue? Many papers defend opposing views concerning these questions. It is ultimately an empirical question. Unfortunately, the lack of precise empirical work leaves us without a satisfactory answer. According to Qamar uz Zaman (2004), Coaldrake and Stedman (1999) and Neumann (1994), scientists should develop an attitude of inquiry: they should test and be critical about their findings. Moreover, they should be imaginative, work hard and be able to express their ideas clearly. These characteristics are also valuable for teachers. Besides innate abilities, being active in research might improve teaching skills and vice versa. It is suggested, for instance, that research puts the academic in the position of a learner which will lead the teacher to understand the learning experience. Teaching is then best produced by researchers who are used to deal with unsolved problems and can share their experience with their students (see Elton 2001; Brown 2004 and Qamar uz Zaman 2004). Seemingly, some authors (Qamar uz Zaman 2004; Becker and Kennedy 2004) support the idea that being an active teacher enhance research abilities because they have to clarify their thoughts and make sure that the broad picture (in which their own findings fit) is comprehensible. It is also possible that discussions with students, questions during a class or creating examples provide avenues for new research. On the other hand, Hare and Wyatt (1992) and Schimank and Winnes (2000) emphasize that teachers must be understood by a large proportion of their students. This is not always the case in research (as suggested by Mas-Colell 2003, when he compares science to politics) “in contrast to the latter; in political speeches (. . .) it is a terrible faux pas to direct one’s words to the three people that matter.” Moreover, brilliant researchers might set their expectations of students’ understanding at too high levels, have a poor tolerance for alternative points of view and distort the curriculum toward their own research (Qamar uz Zaman 2004). Besides the characteristics of the academics, another highly debated subject is the presumed negligence of successful researchers when they come to teaching. Following this idea, those academics are assumed to divide their time unequally, give an
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absolute priority to research and be less available to their students. The editor of the Indiana University research magazine states this quite clearly: “Outrageous examples exist of ‘prima donnas’ and ‘superstars’ for whom research trumps teaching every time, leading legislators and others to decry the ruination of higher education, proclaiming students as losers in the ‘research vs. teaching’ fight” (Bryant 2004). Time scarcity is often associated with increasing returns to scale in research. Indeed, research output is strongly skewed and some authors suggest that the academics who are the most productive researchers should concentrate on that task (see among others, Tullock 1993 or Coaldrake and Stedman 1999). The skewed output finds its origin in the winner takes all type of contest in which scientists are engaged: the first team that finds a result is disproportionately more rewarded than the first team which can replicate a result. Being first matters a lot. Moreover, history matters: having been first in the past increases the attention of colleagues to present results. This leads to the so-called Matthews effect in science, where success attracts success (Stephan 1996). These two arguments are central, but there is not a one to one trade-off between teaching and research time because some of the time spent on research would not have been spent on teaching anyway. Tullock (1993) states this in a rather funny way: “It is likely that for a sizeable part of the faculty, golf is a more severe competitor to time spent preparing lessons than is research.” In line with this, Colbeck (1998), who studied the time allocation of academics, reports a dialog with a professor who says that “his main strategy for achieving both classroom teaching and research goals was ‘working long hours’.” Besides leisure and research, many other activities consume academics’ time: consulting, administrative work, scientific popularization, etc. Moreover, and this goes back to the above section, it is often not clear if time is spent on research or on teaching. Colbeck (1998) suggests that integrated research and teaching time, which he defines as “activities that accomplish teaching and research goals at the same time,” represents on average 19% of the working time of faculty members. Theoretical arguments go in various directions for the two questions discussed above. Which effects dominate can only be discovered through empirical investigation. Unfortunately, the various empirical contributions differ in the precise question they want to answer, their databases and the methods used. Some study the group level (department, university, etc.); some study the individual level (professor). The country studied is also crucial since the higher education systems are very different. All this complicates comparisons. An interesting branch of the empirical literature originating with Cohn et al. (1989) uses the methodology developed by Baumol et al. (1982) to analyze the economies of scale and scope in industries producing multiple goods.4 Cohn et al. (1989) find economies of scope for public and private universities; “these results are particularly interesting, because they suggest that teaching and research are complementary.” In 4 Ray economies of scale exist if total costs increase proportionately less than output as production is



expanded proportionately along a ray emanating from the origin. Product specific economies of scale exist if total costs increase proportionately less than output as the output of one product is expanded. Economies of scope measure the cost savings accruing to firms producing two or more products jointly against specializing in the production of a single output. (Definitions of Dundar and Lewis 1995.)
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particular, they find a strong interaction between research and undergraduate enrollment. de Groot et al. (1991) do not find any economies of scope for joint production of teaching and research. However, they find economies of scope between graduate and undergraduate instruction. As emphasized in the Introduction, these findings are coherent with a bundling mechanism for graduate students; these students are expected to furnish an extra effort on teaching tasks. Dundar and Lewis (1995) and Koshal and Koshal (1999) study, respectively, public universities and comprehensive schools with the same methodology. They both find that producing research and teaching together is advantageous. Dundar and Lewis (1995, 1998) make a discipline specific analysis of the complementarity between graduate teaching and research. Unlike in the social sciences, they found complementarity in the physical and engineering sciences. The reason is similar to the above argument of de Groot et al. (1991) but this time, graduate students lower research costs instead of teaching costs: “the reason (. . .) is that faculty can use graduate students as research assistants” (Dundar and Lewis 1995). Concerning the overall economies of scope, Dundar and Lewis (1995) find that “the results indicate that for all the departments there appear to be economies of joint production from combining the production of teaching and research.” These results are confirmed in a recent paper using new techniques by Bonaccorsi et al. (2006). They show that beyond a threshold quality of publication, increasing scientific quality improves educational efficiency. Other studies aim at studying the joint production of research and teaching by individuals. Gottlieb and Keith (1997) use an international survey and find a positive correlation, but other authors, such as Noser et al. (1996) or Hattie and Marsh (1996) report a negative interdependence. Following Mitchell and Rebne (1995), it is not impossible that both are right. They evoke the possibility that a limited amount of teaching improves research output but, above a certain threshold, increasing teaching loads reduces research productivity. Hattie and Marsh (2004) conclude that “there is a tension between the time devoted to the two activities, but this tension may not be translated into differential outcomes.”5 Besides universities, Bodenhorn (1997, 2003) shows that faculty members of liberal arts colleges publish an increased number scientific articles although these institutions focus their attention on teaching.



3 The model The arguments reviewed until now were mainly technical, that is: “it is easier (more difficult) to produce science if one already produces teaching.” In what follows, arguments are presented concerning the relation between the producer and her employer. In some cases, it turns out that joint production is efficient even in the absence of any technical advantage.



5 Italics in the text.
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3.1 Assumptions 3.1.1 The utility function of the academic The academic maximizes her utility, which is separable in (quadratic) cost of effort and wage:  1 r ci (sij )2 + cjt (tij )2 , 2 where Rij is the utility of agent ij , E[·] is the expected outcome, sij (tij ) is the output that the agent ij produces on science (teaching), wij is the wage paid to agent ij . There are different types of agents who differ in the marginal cost of producing k < ck = 1 for k = teaching and science. Some have a higher marginal cost: 12 = cL D s, t. To simplify, consider a discrete model with four types: ij ∈ {LL, LD, DL, DD}. These type-dependent marginal costs may have various origins. Throughout the paper, LD represents an agent who likes (L) science and dislikes (D) teaching. Agents who like a task incur a lower cost to do the piece of work.6 The cost of effort on one task is independent of the effort furnished on the other task. Task independence should be interpreted as a neutral benchmark: time scarcity leads the cost of effort on one task to increase with the effort on the other, and technical complementarity goes the other way.7 However, the effort an agent exerts on science (sij ) or on teaching (tij ) is not only a function of her type regarding this task (i for science and j for teaching). It will become central in what follows, that the effort depends on the characteristics of the agent regarding both tasks. Rij = E[wij ] −



3.1.2 The university system as a weighted output maximizing monopsony The university is a weighted output maximizing monopsony. Its objective is specified as:    max (1) αij E[pr sij + pt tij ] − wij , ij



where E[·] is the expected outcome, sij (tij ) is the output that the agent ij produces on science (teaching), wij is the wage paid to agent ij and pk > 0(for k = s, t) represents a “subjective” weight that the university puts on teaching and science. These 6 Although I use the terms like or dislike, one could have in mind “is efficient at producing” or “is not



efficient at producing.” This would fit the equations just as well. Assuming that some agents like the reward more than others would lead to a similar model (if wij is separated between science and teaching and includes the working conditions, like traveling or an improved laboratory, for instance). 7 The conclusions derive from an optimal steering of agents’ behavior and not from a “technical comple-



mentarity” of the production of science and teaching described in Sect. 2. One can show, and I will return to this later, that time scarcity leads the tasks to become strategic substitutes (if you choose to do one, you cannot do the other as well). This can be reinterpreted in our model as a negative correlation of types (LD and DL are more frequent). Similarly, in the presence of technical complementarity, the tasks become strategic complements (doing one increases your ability to do the other). This is similar to positively correlated types (LL and DD are more frequent).
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weights are assumed to be given. The ex ante probability αij for an agent to have type ij is common knowledge. The objective function of the principal deserves some comments. First, although a large majority of universities do not maximize their profit,8 it seems reasonable to assume that they maximize the difference between output and wages; a difference that they could use to subsidize other activities.9 The word “profit” will be used for the objective of the university in what follows. Second, many authors have suggested that universities make use of monopsony power in their relation to their employees. There are several reasons leading to this monopsony power. Academics have very specialized human capital and can mainly be employed in universities. Universities themselves are not close substitutes to one another: they are specialized in some disciplines, their quality is highly stratified, they are located in different cities, etc.10 Moreover, academics value the interaction with highly qualified colleagues. This implies a coordination game where academics coordinate on some universities, which have de facto a higher bargaining power.11 Analyzing the strategic interaction between universities would go far beyond the scope of this paper. To take the outside world into account, it is assumed that the university faces academics who may leave their institution. If the academic chooses to leave her institution, she will get a utility R called outside option. For simplicity, R = 0 is assumed. The reservation utility is independent of the individual characteristics of the academic in this setting. It is implicitly assumed in this paper that there is only one academic candidate for an open position in this setup. The university hires the candidate whenever the value of her output is higher than her cost (including direct costs such as wages and indirect costs in terms of increased rents to other types of candidates). Another embedded assumption is that the output produced by an academic is assumed to be observable and the relative weights of science and teaching are given. Anecdotal evidence suggests that evaluating and comparing different sets of output leads to delicate negotiations.12 8 There is an abundant literature commenting on universities as nonprofit institutions. For a discussion, see



Cowen and Papenfuss (1997) or Carlton et al. (1995). 9 Diamond (1993) states this quite clearly: “A nonprofit organization can make a profit in the usual sense



that revenues may exceed costs. What distinguishes the nonprofit organization is that the managers, board of trustees or other ‘owners’ cannot distribute the profit among themselves: they must be held in reserve or else be used to increase the future expenditures of the organization.” 10 See for instance Ransom (1993), Masten (1995, 1999), Barbezat and Donihue (1998), Euwals and Ward



(2000). 11 The monopsony power of the universities is well documented. Ransom (1993) finds a negative relation-



ship between seniority and salary of professors (controlling for productivity and individual characteristics). He argues that his findings are consistent with monopsonistic salary discriminations by universities. Barbezat and Donihue (1998) and Hallock (1995) moderate these findings. They conclude, however, that “the tenure system (. . .) is related to an employer’s willingness to compensate seniority. If reduced faculty mobility accompanies the granting of lifetime employment, employers may gain monopsony power over tenured faculty” (Barbezat and Donihue 1998). 12 Committees spend a long time discussing the relative value of certain research output and teaching



output. Dearden et al. (2001) survey 15 medium size private US universities. These universities are asked how they value teaching and research. Some universities give precise weights to research and teaching
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3.1.3 A symmetric situation Let us assume a “symmetric situation” where half of the population likes research or teaching: αLD + αLL = αDL + αDD = αDL + αLL = αLD + αDD = 12 . This simplifies the equations because there is only one variable left: the correlation between types (α ∈ [0, 12 ]) and all the other variables can be defined as: αLL = αDD = α, αLD = αDL =



1 − α. 2



So, an increase in α leads to an increase in the correlation of the types, i.e., the probability that an agent likes teaching if she likes research. 3.2 The optimal contracts The screening literature is concerned with the design of contracts when the principal is unable to observe some characteristic of the agent that influences the production process. In our case, the university does not know if the academic likes teaching and research. The university optimally offers a menu of contracts and leaves the contract choice to the academic. This menu includes different contracts specifying the rewards depending on the observed outcome. In some contracts, efforts, expected outputs and rewards (if production is satisfactory) are higher, but if production does not satisfy the standards, the reward is much lower. These contracts with high powered incentives (the reward is highly linked to the output) are chosen by the academics when they believe (knowing their type) that they are able to meet the requirements. If not, they may choose another contract where incentives are less powerful: the university expects a lower effort, a lower production and provides a lower reward. The academics choose these contracts when they are unwilling to produce the effort to create the output required in the contracts for more desired types. This is the case when their marginal cost of effort is high. A real life example would be a variable tenure track job in which the candidate has to choose the length of the tenure track: more productive agents go for a shorter time period which means a higher expected utility but also a higher expected effort. The university uses the relation between observed outcome (or the effort) and the reward as screening device for the unobserved characteristic: if the menu of contracts is well designed, the agents choose the contract designed for them—when they like the task, they produce a high level of output and get high wages, when they dislike the task, they produce and are paid less. In what follows, I investigate the desirability to group the tasks under one contract (i.e., one reward for a given output of research and teaching) or to provide two separate contracts, each one rewarding the production of a single task. I show that under certain circumstances, it is more profitable to write a single contract for research and teaching. for awarding tenure or promotion to full professor (such as 80-20 for example), while others leave these weights open, answering for instance: “varies: teaching ranked second but very important.”
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3.3 No risk It is assumed that the university and the academics are risk neutral. It is clear from what precedes that academics are exposed to risks when they choose a contract: either they favor high requirements and a high wage when they meet the standards (but any failure is severely penalized) or they choose for insurance (easily met standards but lower wages). An academic who likes both tasks may choose the contract with low standards because she wants some kind of insurance. This behavior will be excluded since risk neutrality is assumed. Risk neutrality on both sides will lead to ignore expectations and write a deterministic production function where the principal infers an agent’s effort from the observed output. Assuming a deterministic production function (or risk neutrality) implies a little change in perspective. We will be less concerned in what follows by the contract (high powered incentives and low powered incentives) and more concerned by the expected production. High production should, however, be associated with high powered incentives. The importance of risks will be briefly discussed here. First for scientific output, the relation between efforts and output is widely studied, especially regarding the risks involved (see Dasgupta and Maskin 1987; Dasgupta and David 1994; Stephan 1996). The main risk for a scientist is to spend time and energy on a project without getting published. Valuable research may end up not being published for a variety of reasons. Let us single out two of them: referees and editors may not understand the value of the work or another team may have published the same results before. These risks can be reduced, for instance, by belonging to networks or by the practice of gift giving: scientists may acknowledge intellectual debt to their colleagues via citations as an insurance against bad peer review or ignorance. Concerning teaching, there are problems with the main instruments to observe teaching efforts. The literature (Becker 1997; Becker and Watts 1999) shows, in particular, that Students Evaluations of Teaching (SET) are polluted by grades obtained and physical, sexual and ethnical characteristics of the teacher. However, a small part of the salary of an academic depends on explicit incentives. This means that the most important decisions relying on the observation of output can usually embody a larger set of measures, so that the relative poverty of the signal can be partially balanced by a larger number of observations. If one thinks of tenure track jobs, the principal can usually rely on several years of signals about teaching and research when she decides on how to reward an individual. This reduces the risk borne by the academic. 4 The optimal multidimensional screening contract 4.1 The methodology of Armstrong and Rochet (1999) The methodology used in this paper was introduced by Armstrong and Rochet (1999). In order to reduce the length of the expressions in what follows, let us define: (k) =



 1 k2 k 2 1 − cL k = , 2 4



k = s, t,



(2)
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an increasing function of efforts. As emphasized earlier, a given effort k requires a higher cost when the agent dislikes the task. The function (k) expresses this difference of costs for a given effort k. It simplifies the expressions of the incentive compatibility constraints since the cost for type LD to mimic type DD is (tDD ). 1 Sijk = pk kij − cik (kij )2 , 2



k = s, t,



k = 1 , ck = 1}, is the total surplus produced by agent ij on activity k. where cik ∈ {cL 2 D The first-best effort maximizes this surplus



kD =



pk k cD



= pk < k L =



pk k cL



= 2pk ,



k = s, t,



s and t do not depend on the entire type of the agent; they depend on the type for the activity. This means that if the principal could observe the types, she would not take the second dimension into account to define the required effort levels. Using the definition of the surplus and risk neutrality, the principal’s objective function (1) can be expressed as    (3) αij Sijs + Sijt − Rij . The principal maximizes her objective function (3) subject to the participation constraint (agents can use their outside option normalized to R = 0) and the incentive constraints (agents choose the contract designed for their type). The participation 2 constraints require that Rij ≥ R = 0 for any ij . Since (k) = k4 > 0, the only relevant constraint is that of the lowest types RDD ≥ 0. The contract designed for the low types always brings a higher utility to the other types than their reservation utility. Armstrong and Rochet (1999) distinguish mutually exclusive cases related to the binding incentive constraints. As will become clear, whether a constraint binds depends, in turn, on the correlation between types (the value of α) and on the relative weight of teaching (pt ) and science (ps ). Armstrong and Rochet distinguish the cases where only downward incentive constraints bind and the cases where some upward constraints bind. Downward constraints prevent an individual who likes one of the tasks from choosing a contract designed for someone who dislikes the same task. Figure 1 summarizes the cases where only downward constraints bind.13 Similarly, an upward constraint (see Fig. 2) prevents an individual who dislikes one of the tasks from choosing a contract designed for someone who likes this task. Constraints that prevent an agent who likes one task and dislikes the other (LD) from mimicking the reverse (DL) are classified as upward constraints. Armstrong and Rochet show that when only downward incentive constraints bind, (3) can be rewritten as:   1 − α {SDL − RDL + SLD − RLD } α{SDD − RDD + SLL − RLL } + 2 13 A continuous line in Fig. 1 indicates that the constraint always binds. A dotted line means that, depending



on the case, the incentive constraint might bind or not. The arrows show in which direction the constraints bind; that is, an arrow from LL to DD indicates the principal wants to deter LL from mimicking DD.
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Fig. 1 Downward incentive constraints



Fig. 2 Upward incentive constraints



   1 = α ps sDD + pt tDD − (sDD )2 + (tDD )2 2     1 1 t − α ps sDL + pt tDL − (sDL )2 + cL + (tDL )2 − (tDD ) 2 2     1 s 1 2 2 − α ps sLD + pt tLD − cL (sLD ) + (tLD ) − (sDD ) + 2 2   1 s t (sLL )2 + cL (tLL )2 + α ps sLL + pt tLL − cL 2     − γ1 (sDD ) + (tDD ) + γ2 (sDL ) + (tDD )  



 + γ3 (sDD ) + (tLD ) ,



(4)



where the γi ≥ 0 are similar to Lagrange multiplier associated with doted constraints in Fig. 1. γi = 0 if the relevant constraint does not bind, and γi > 0 if the relevant constraint does bind.
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Using (4) and (2), one can see that for every effort (kij ) the principal maximizes a quadratic function: ζ φijk (ζ ) = max pk kij − (kij )2 , k≥0 4 where ζ depends on the binding incentive constraints and the type ij of the agent. The first part of this expression is simply the weighted output of the agent. The quadratic term includes two costs (hidden in ζ ): the direct production cost of the agent and the indirect costs in terms of rents left to other agents. The indirect costs play a crucial role in what follows and are tricky to derive because they depend on the binding constraints, which in turn, depend on the efforts and rents of the various types. The optimal effort and the virtual welfare from this effort can be computed as functions of ζ : kij (ζ ) =



2pk ζ



and φijk (ζ ) =



(pk )2 . ζ



4.2 The main findings of Armstrong and Rochet (1999) This section summarizes the main conclusions of Armstrong and Rochet (1999). It will be shown that given our simplifying assumptions, their six cases can be summarized in a two-dimensional graph, then the driving force behind these cases will be briefly described. Proposition 1 None of the six mutually exclusive cases of Armstrong and Rochet (1999) is lost in our set-up. The areas where the cases are relevant are shown in Fig. 3 where the axis of the graph are the correlation between types (α) and the relative weight of research and teaching in the objective function of the university ( ppst ).



Fig. 3 Different cases
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Let us now summarize the main aspects of the six cases of Armstrong and Rochet (1999). Case A: • Holds when types are strongly positively correlated (when α > 13 ) • All downward constraints bind: LL → LD, LL → DL, LL → DD, LD → DD, DL → DD14 • An agent’s effort on activity k depends solely on the type of the agent for activity k: 2 sDD [A] = sDL [A] = ps < s D , 3



sLL [A] = sLD [A] = s L ,



2 tDD [A] = tLD [A] = pt < t D , 3



tLL [A] = tDL [A] = t L .



Case B: • Holds when types are not too strongly correlated and when weights are similar, i.e., when 14 < α < 13 or when α < 14 and I −1 ≤ 2







ps pt



2 ≤ I,



2



(8α+1)(1−α) (1+2α) where I = [32α 3 −24α 2 +1](4α+1)2 • Four downward constraints bind: LL → LD, LL → DL, LD → DD, DL → DD • Agents’ efforts depend on their entire type (efforts are bundled together):



sDD [B] < sDL [B] < s D ,



sLL [B] = sLD [B] = s L ,



tDD [B] < tLD [B] < t D ,



tLL [B] = tDL [B] = t L .



Case C (Case D is the mirror case of C when pt > ps ): • Holds when types are negatively correlated (α < 14 ) and when the principal puts the emphasis on science:  2 ps ≤ J, (5) I< pt ](1−α) (1+2α) where J = 4 [1+8α+12α [32α 3 −24α 2 +1](4α+1)2 • Three downward constraints bind: LL → DL, LD → DD, DL → DD • Agents’ efforts depend on their entire type and LD agents furnish the efficient level of effort: 2



2



2



sDD [C] < sDL [C] < s D ,



sLL [C] = sLD [C] = s L ,



tDD [C] < tLD [C] = t D ,



tLL [C] = tDL [C] = t L .



Case E (Case F is the mirror case of E when pt > ps ): 14 Where LL → DD denotes the incentive constraints preventing LL to mimic DD.
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• Holds when types are negatively correlated (α < 14 ) and when the principal neglects teaching:  2 ps >J pt • Some upward constraints bind (see Fig. 2): LL → DL, DL → DD, LD → LL, LD → DL, LD → DD • LD agents furnish the efficient level of effort, LL and LD work more than the efficient level: sDD [E] < sDL [E] ≤ s D ,



sLL [E] = sLD [E] = s L ,



tDD [E] < tLD [E] = t D ,



tLL [E] = tDL [E] > t L .



4.3 Does a single contract for teaching and research improve production? It has been shown that the main conclusions of Armstrong and Rochet (1999) are still valid in this simplified version; a subsection will be devoted to draw some conclusions for universities. This section concentrates on the determinants of the menu of contracts designed by the universities. The two central variables will be described first and then their effect on whether the bundling mechanism is used or not. 4.3.1 The two central variables As in the above section, the menu of contracts proposed by the university to the academics can be grouped into six different cases depicted in Fig. 3. Two variables are central to determine the relevant case: on the vertical axis, the relative weight of research in the institution ( ppst ) and, on the horizontal axis, the probability that academics who like research also like teaching (the correlation of types, α). In order to link the different cases with some real world example, one can consider the vertical axis as follows: the relative weight for teaching ranges from doctoralgranting institutions15 (above) to baccalaureate or associate colleges16 (below). Concerning the horizontal axis, going back to the arguments developed in Sect. 2, on the one hand, agents could differ in their overall productivity: some agents produce more output (research and teaching) for the same cost. This should be the case if what matters, in the end, is imagination, working hard, ability to express ideas clearly, etc. In this case, the types are positively correlated, α is high and the right of Fig. 3 is relevant. On the other hand, if time scarcity is an important issue, the opportunity cost to do research increases with the time allocated to students. This case is ruled out mathematically, since the marginal cost of effort on one task does not depend on the effort on the other task. However, time scarcity leads efforts to be strategic substitutes and one can show that, every other thing being equal, it leads an academic to devote 15 As defined by the Carnegie Foundation for Advancement of Teaching: Institutions that typically offer a



wide range of baccalaurate programs, and are committed to graduate education through the doctorate. 16 As defined by the Carnegie Foundation for Advancement of Teaching: Institutions that are primarily



undergraduate colleges with major emphasis on baccalaureate programs.
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her attention to the task where she has a comparative advantage. The presence of increasing returns to scale leverages this effect. In this case, α is low and the left of Fig. 3 is relevant since those who like research probably dislike teaching and vice versa. 4.3.2 No bundling when the types are very positively correlated If types are sufficiently positively correlated (because agents differ in their overall productivity), we are on the right of Fig. 3. The Case A holds. There is no advantage to write a single contract for teaching and research: all decisions concerning research can be taken by observing research output only and all decisions concerning teaching can be taken by observing teaching output only. The expected production on one task depends only on the type of the agent for that task (sij depends solely on i since sDL = sDD and tij depends solely on j since tLD = tDD ). In this case, the contracts are as previously described: high powered incentives, high efforts and high wages for the agents who like the tasks and low powered incentives, low efforts and low wage for the agents who dislike the tasks. Moreover, they have the same characteristics as the optimal contract when there is only one dimension. The screening literature has emphasized a fundamental trade-off between two conflicting objectives: maximize the surplus produced by the agents and minimize the part of this surplus used to remunerate the agents. By lowering the expected output of the agents who dislike the task, the university reduces the surplus produced by these agents. But it will also enable the principal to reduce the corresponding expected wage, and hence, it reduces the attractiveness of the contract for the agents who like the task. If the attractiveness of the contract is reduced, the informational rent required to induce the agents who like the task to choose the right contract also decreases. So, for the principal, reducing the surplus produced by the agents who dislike the task makes it possible to reduce the informational rent of the agents who like the task. There is a trade-off between surplus produced and the part of this surplus that goes to the agents through the informational rent. To sum up, when agents differ in their overall productivity and time scarcity is not an issue, the university maximizes the profit produced by requiring: • A first-best level of output by the agents who like the task through a contract with high powered incentive schemes • an output that is below first-best level by the agents who dislike the task through a contract with low powered incentive schemes 4.3.3 The bundling mechanism when the types are not too positively correlated Until now, the optimal contract was described when the types are very positively correlated, that is, when there is no benefit for the university to propose a single contract for research and teaching. In all the other cases, the university proposes a menu of contracts combining the production of research and teaching (sij depends on i and on j since sDL = sDD and tij depends on j and on i since tLD = tDD ). It can use a mechanism in which scholars who want to claim they like research (teaching) are expected, all other things being equal, to make more efforts on their teaching
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(research) tasks (sDL > sDD and tLD > tDD ). The tasks are bundled up in a single contract. Why is bundling better for the principal when α is not too high, that is, when productivities for teaching and science differ? Let us give an intuition that will be proven in Proposition 2. In the absence of bundling, agents have two separate contracts for teaching and research. The agents who like both tasks (LL, call them high types) produce a first-best level of output on both activities. They get two informational rents (one per task). The agents who like only one task (LD and DL, call them medium types) produce a first-best level of output on one task (the one they like) and a level of output below first-best for the other task. They get a single informational rent to reveal that they like one of the tasks. The agents who dislike both tasks (DD, call them low types) get no informational rent and produce a level of output below first-best on both dimensions. As shown in the next subsections, the bundling mechanism uses the type of the agent on the second task in the following way: • The institution induces the medium types (LD and DL types) to produce more output on the dimension they dislike; this increases the surplus produced by the medium types. • By distorting the level of output of the low types (DD types) further downward, the principal decreases the minimal informational rent of the medium types (LD and DL types); this decreases the share of surplus dedicated to the medium types. • These two effects lead to an unambiguous increase in the profit that the principal makes with the efforts of the medium types. • However, distorting downward the level of output of the low types leads to a decrease in the surplus produced by the low types. Since the low types do not get any informational rent, this directly reduces the profit that the principal makes with the efforts of the low types. • Seemingly, increasing the level of output of the medium types makes their contracts more attractive for the high types (LL types). This means that the principal must increase the informational rent of the high types so that they choose the contract designed for them. This reduces the profit that the principal makes with the efforts of the high types. To sum up, the bundling mechanism increases the profit from the medium types and reduces the profit from the low and high types. The profit that the principal makes with the outputs of the medium types is more valuable if they represent an important part of the population, i.e., if α is low. Seemingly, when α is low, the profit of the low and high types is less important. So, below a threshold correlation (α = 13 ), the bundling mechanism is profitable for the principal because the profit increase from the medium types more than compensates the losses from the high and low types. Moreover, below this threshold, the usage of the bundling mechanism increases when α decreases. It should be emphasized that the bundling mechanism does not mean that the university should reward one task only. The contracts designed by the principal must induce the agent to work on (and thus reward) both tasks but they should link the reward to the production of teaching and research.
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4.4 The effects of bundling 4.4.1 Effects of bundling on efforts Armstrong and Rochet (1999) is widely used and applied. They have simplified some technical complexities and have helped to understand the crucial importance of binding constraints. However, Armstrong and Rochet (1999) are silent on the comparison of the efforts across the six cases. It is not even clear whether the efforts and other relevant variables behave smoothly. In the following proposition, it is shown that the efforts are continuous and monotonic functions. Proposition 2 The efforts of the agents are continuous functions of pt , ps and α. They are either nondecreasing (+) or nonincreasing (−) functions of α: tLL = tLL (α − ),



sLL = sLL (α − ),



tLD = tLD (α − ),



sLD = sLD (α − ),



tDL = tDL (α − ),



sDL = sDL (α − ),



tDD = tDD (α + ),



sDD = sDD (α + ). 



Proof See Appendix.



Corollary 1 The rents of the medium types are continuous nondecreasing (+) functions of α: RLD = RLD (α + ), RDL = RDL (α + ), RDD = 0. Proof RLD = RLD (sDD + ) = RLD (sDD (α + )), RDL = RDL (tDD + ) = RDL (tDD (α + )).  These results build on the bundling mechanism and deserve some comments. When α decreases, that is, if productivities for teaching and science differ, the proportion of medium types in the population increases. As pointed out earlier, the principal uses the bundling mechanism to strictly increase the profit she makes with these medium types. First, their efforts, and hence the surplus produced, increase on the tasks disliked by the medium types. Second, their informational rents (Rij ) decrease, because the efforts of the low types decrease. The profit of the principal from the medium types unambiguously increases since she increases the total surplus and increases her share of this surplus. The reverse holds concerning low types: efforts decrease to keep incentive compatibility of the medium types; this leads to a decrease in the surplus created. Proposition 2 proves the intuition of the previous subsection and shows that the use of the bundling mechanism increases continuously when α decreases, through the different cases of Armstrong and Rochet (1999). This helps also to understand the transition between these cases.
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Fig. 4 Efforts



4.4.2 Effects of bundling on rents and surplus Let us now turn to some numerical simulations of the efforts and rents of the agents in the different cases. These simulations give a general picture of the findings of the previous subsection but they also enable us to draw some new conjectures. The net effect of a reduction in the correlation on the surplus produced or on the informational rent of the high types could not be derived (analytically), since a reduction in the correlation has reverse effects on the efforts of the medium types and of the low types. For the simulations, the weights were fixed in such a way that cases A, B, C and E are covered (ps = 2, 5 and pt = 1). The simulation of the efforts on the task disliked (Fig. 4) confirms the theoretical findings: a reduction in the correlation increases the efforts of the medium types and reduces the efforts of the low types. It is interesting to notice that, sDL and sDD are flatter when case B is relevant than when case C is relevant. As discussed in the proof of Proposition 2, when case B is relevant (and ps > pt ), a decrease in the correlation has two opposite effects on the efforts on science: a direct effect and an indirect effect (through γ ). When case C is relevant, the indirect effect disappears since γ is constant; leading to steeper curves. One could make a similar reasoning comparing case C and case E. The simulation of the informational rents presented in Fig. 5 confirms the theoretical findings of the previous section for the medium types: their rents decrease when α decreases. Moreover, the rents of the high types increase when the correlation decreases. As already emphasized above, the correlation influences various parts of the profit. The intermediate curve of Fig. 6 shows that the total surplus increases when α decreases. The bundling mechanism increases the total surplus since it is used more when α decreases. So, this mechanism is efficient from a social perspective: the use of the second dimension to screen agents reduces information inefficiencies. How-
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Fig. 5 Rents



Fig. 6 Surplus and profit



ever, as one can see on the lowest curve of Fig. 6, this increase in surplus is not distributed equally between the principal and the agents: the part of the surplus that falls to the monopsonist’s share (the profit) increases when the correlation decreases. Finally, the upper curve shows the increase in profit made by a monopsonist using the two dimensions.17 The monopsonist can increase her profit by up to nearly 15% (if α = 0) using the bundling mechanism. This combines the results of the two other curves: the monopsonist benefits of the increase of the total surplus created and of the increase of her profit share in the surplus. 17 Case A corresponds to twice the unidimensional situation (“no bundling”).
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The results of the simulations in Conjecture 1 are summarized. The attempt was made to prove this result formally, but was not. As can be seen from the Appendix, the surplus relies on implicit equations and sign of its derivative could not be derived. The simulations, however, give clear results. Conjecture 1 The rents of LL agents, the total surplus produced by all agents, and the proportion of this surplus that falls in the principal’s share (the profit) are continuous and decreasing functions of α. This can be observed on Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. 4.5 Contracts when bundling occurs In this section, I describe the optimal multidimensional contracts in universities more precisely and try to draw some conclusions relying on the different cases shown in Fig. 3. 4.5.1 When the types are not too positively or too negatively correlated If types are not too positively correlated or if the institution does not put the emphasis on either dimension, case B holds, and the university uses the bundling mechanism. LL are compensated for high production of teaching and research. LD get a lower compensation but produce less teaching (although more than DD). DL get a lower compensation than LL but produce less research (although more than DD). Finally, DD produce a small amount and get a small wage. This has policy implications for careers in universities where the principal proposes contracts to separate the different types. If we have tenure track jobs in mind, the model shows that “bundling up” both tasks is desirable: the introduction of teaching loads can help to screen researchers for tenure. It is better for the university to make the probability of tenure depend on both teaching and research outcomes. Similarly, the decisions about the promotions of academics should take the entire production into account. 4.5.2 When the types are negatively correlated A tight time constraint and/or increasing returns to effort on a task can be interpreted as a negative correlation of types. Then, different cases emerge depending on the relative emphasis on teaching and research in the institution. For baccalaureate colleges,18 which are institutions that strongly put the emphasis on teaching (pt > ps ), cases D and F apply. In both cases, universities should elicit an efficient level of output (for science also) from the teachers (agents DL who dislike science and like teaching). This happens because the bundling mechanism is taken 18 As defined by the Carnegie Foundation for Advancement of Teaching: Institutions that are primarily



undergraduate colleges with major emphasis on baccalaureate programs.
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to its limit for the teachers. The principal increases their production on the task they dislike (science) up to the first-best level. Since they like teaching, they also produce a first-best level of output on this activity. In case E, when the institution disregards science (pt  ps ), agents who like science produce inefficiently high levels of research output. This surprising result of Armstrong and Rochet (1999) appears for incentive purposes. The contract designed for researchers (agents who like science, LL and LD) should be unattractive in order to reduce the rent of the teachers. The easiest way to render the contract unattractive for agents who dislike science is to increase the required level of output on this task, because the marginal cost of effort on this task is high for these agents. Armstrong and Rochet show that this increase of output leads to an output above the first-best level. It is important to remember that it is assumed that the agents have very poor outside options and that institutions use their bargaining power to design contracts in a way that favors their interests. The result for researchers (who should overwork in baccalaureate colleges) should not be over-emphasized because researchers prefer working in a research university and won’t turn to a baccalaureate college. What is robust, however, is that a baccalaureate college should not design a too attractive contract for researchers. If the institution does not put the emphasis on either of her tasks, which can be interpreted as master’s colleges and universities,19 we are back to the case B described in the previous section. If the institution puts the emphasis on science (ps > pt ), which can be interpreted as doctoral or research universities,20 cases C and E are relevant. This is the mirror situation of cases D and F with ps > pt . Again, in both cases, all academics who like science are asked to teach at an efficient level for them because the bundling mechanism is taken to its limit for the “pure researchers” (agents LD who like science and dislike teaching). Moreover, if case E is to hold, the institution requires more output than would be optimal on teaching from academics who like to teach. Again, the lesson of this model is not that those agent will work more than is optimal in a research university. Pure researchers probably find positions in baccalaureate colleges and do not apply in a research university. But, research universities should not design attractive contracts for them because this increases the informational rents left to academics who like science. 4.6 The optimal contract between a university and the government Until now, the focus has been on the relationship between an academic and a university. However, it is possible to reinterpret the model to analyze the relation between a university and the subsidizing principal. Most universities get subsidies from their 19 As defined by the Carnegie Foundation for Advancement of Teaching: Institutions that typically offer a



wide range of baccalaurate programs, and are committed to graduate education through the masters degree. 20 As defined by the Carnegie Foundation for Advancement of Teaching: Institutions that typically offer a



wide range of baccalaurate programs, and are committed to graduate education through the doctorate.
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government. As in our model, the principal (government) has an important bargaining power, and can approximately observe output. This output can be seen as a deterministic function of effort: uncertainty decreases because of large numbers. However, universities differ in characteristics that are not observed by the government. The government can observe the output of a university, but it is much more difficult to observe some characteristics like: a better internal organization, intrinsically more productive academic staff, ability to raise external funds, etc. The model suggests that the government can take advantage of its bargaining power to design a menu of incentive contracts. Moreover, it is possible to shed some light on the design of the optimal menu depending on the correlation of the characteristics and on the relative focus on teaching and research. Let us first consider the case where the correlation is high between the ability to organize efficiently the production of teaching and research. This case is well suited for high-level teaching and research. The results at the Teaching Quality Assessment (TQA) and at the Research Assessment Exercise (RAE) results are very correlated (see Qamar uz Zaman 2004 and Grunig 1997): they both depend on the amount of money spent, and it is easier for the prestigious institutions to raise funds for various reasons (numerous and powerful alumni, for instance). Moreover, it is easier to attract productive academics when there is already a pool of prestigious academics because academics value the exchanges with talented colleagues (they coordinate on certain institutions). Since education is a consumer-input good in which peers influence the quality of education, students tend also to coordinate. Taking this into account, the quality of education and research are subject to coordination and some institutions have an absolute advantage over others. In this case of high correlation, the principal cannot benefit from the bundling mechanism. There is no advantage to link subsidies for research and teaching. In particular, it is not inefficient to separate funding and evaluation agencies. Our model suggests that the British model in which teaching and research are evaluated and rewarded separately (TQA and RAE) cannot be improved upon through the bundling of the two tasks. Schimank and Winnes (2000) indicate that European countries have evolved in different directions regarding the “bundling” of research and teaching in universities. There are, however, two main trends: basic research remains in universities (or go to universities21 ) and universities are moving toward what the authors call a “postHumboldtian pattern.” In the “post-Humboldtian pattern,” research and teaching are organized in the same institution but are funded separately. This is efficient from a screening perspective in the case of high correlation because first, it is rational to produce both outputs in the institutions which have a comparative advantage in the production and, second, the funding agencies do not gain anything from coordination. If institutions well organized to produce teaching do not produce research efficiently, we are in another situation. A majority of students do not go to world leading universities, but to some other higher education institutions, some of which provide good teaching services (given the funds invested) and others do not. One can doubt 21 They report, for instance, that France has only recently encouraged research teams to locate in universi-



ties.
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of the very positive correlation of teaching and research in this case. When types are slightly positively correlated or negatively correlated, the model described in this paper suggests to bundle up the tasks. The principal can take advantage of its bargaining power and propose contracts that include research and teaching. This enables her to screen one dimension using the other. In particular, if the government puts the emphasis on teaching, it should elicit a higher level of research from the institutions which are well designed to produce education. Another lesson from the model is that the government should be careful when it proposes contracts to research universities in this case: too attractive contracts would increase the rents of teaching colleges.



5 Conclusion This paper has discussed the problem of contract design for academics working on two tasks, the production of science and teaching. Most existing papers study the ex post moral hazard problem and suggest to separate tasks. In this paper, the ex ante selection problem was studied and it was shown that universities may want to design a single contract for the production of science and teaching. They can then use the bundling mechanism to separate academics who like research (for instance): they introduce (relatively) higher teaching loads to screen researchers. It is then useful for the university that the probability of getting tenured depends on both teaching and research outcomes. It is shown that the bundling mechanism is profitable if the types of the agents are not too positively correlated. Some sections discuss the correlation of types: it is argued that time constraints lead the types to be negatively correlated, while overall productivity leads types to be positively correlated. Although, no direct empirical investigation assesses the correlation of types, some indirect evidence is provided that shows that the bundling mechanism can be used in universities. There are at least two nice avenues for future research. The first one leads to evaluate the influence of the number of candidates for a position. This can be studied in a multidimensional auctions setting (see, for instance, Asker and Cantillon 2006). It is highly probable that the main conclusions will not change. A second nice area of research would be to study contract design in a more competitive environment, where the outside option of academics is not symmetric across tasks. If outside options depend more on the ability to do research than on the ability to teach (a natural assumption), the optimal contract designed by universities may be modified in favor of researchers. A growing literature studies the link between types and outside options but authors usually consider a single type (see Lewis and Sappington 1989; Jullien 2000; Rochet and Stole 2002).



Appendix: Proof of Proposition 1 and 2



Proof The incentive compatibility constraints are given by
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Rij = wij −



(6)



with ij = i  j  . The profit decreases with rents (3) and RDD = 0. In cases A, B, C and D, when no upward constraints bind, the rents of the medium types (LD and DL) are  1 (tDD )2 t (tDD )2 − cL , (tDD )2 = 0 + (tDD ) = 2 4  1 (sDD )2 s RLD = RDD + (sDD )2 − cL (sDD )2 = 0 + (sDD ) = . 2 4



RDL = RDD +



Rents of LL types are: ⎧ ⎫ 1 t ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ RDD + (tDD )2 − cL (tDD )2 + (sDD )2 −csL (sDD )2 ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ 2 ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎬ ⎨  1 2 s 2 , RLL = max RDL + (sDL ) − cL (sDL ) ⎪ ⎪ 2 ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪   ⎪ ⎪ ⎭ ⎩ RLD + 1 (tLD )2 − ct (tLD )2 L 2 ⎧ ⎫ ⎫ ⎧ (tDD )2 + (sDD )2 ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎨ (tDD ) + (sDD ) ⎪ ⎬ ⎨ ⎬ 1 RLL = max (tDD ) + (sDL ) = max (tDD )2 + (sDL )2 . ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ 4⎪ ⎩ ⎭ ⎩ ⎭ (sDD ) + (tLD ) (sDD )2 + (tLD )2



(7) (8)



(9)



The objective of the principal (3) is rewritten using (7), (8) and (9) with Sij = Sijs + Sijt :   1 − α {SDL − RDL + SLD − RLD } α{SDD − RDD + SLL − RLL } + 2     1 = α ps sDD + pt tDD − 2(sDD )2 + 2(tDD )2 4     1 1 − α ps sDL + pt tDL − 2(sDL )2 + (tDL )2 + (tDD )2 + 2 4     1 1 2 2 2 − α ps sLD + pt tLD − (sLD ) + 2(tLD ) + (sDD ) + 2 4   1 + α ps sLL + pt tLL − (sLL )2 + (tLL )2 4    1  − γ1 (sDD )2 + (tDD )2 + γ2 (sDL )2 + (tDD )2 4   



2 2 + γ3 (sDD ) + (tLD ) ,



(10)
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where the γi ≥ 0 are a kind of Lagrangian multiplier associated with the downward constraints that are not always binding. γi = 0 if the relevant constraint does not bind and γi > 0 if the relevant constraint binds. For example, as shown in Fig. 1, γ1 is associated with the incentive constraint which ensures that LL prefer the contract designed for them to the one designed for DD. γ1 = 0 if (tDD )2 + (sDD )2 < (sDL )2 + (tDD )2 or if (tDD )2 + (sDD )2 < (sDD )2 + (tLD )2 and γ1 > 0 if (tDD )2 + (sDD )2 ≥ (sDL )2 + (tDD )2 and (tDD )2 + (sDD )2 ≥ (sDD )2 + (tLD )2 . Moreover, γ1 + γ2 + γ3 = 1.



(11)



Equation (10) can be separated for the different efforts: φijk (ζ ) = maxk≥0 pk kij − ζ 2 4 (kij )



where ζ depends on the binding incentive constraints and the type ij of the agent. This problem has a unique solution 2pk  −  = k(ζ ). k(ζ ) = ζ



(12)



Equations (10), (11) and (12) lead to the following expressions for the efforts s(1), sLL = sLD = s L = tLL = tDL = t L =  t(1),   2 − 2α(2 − γ2 ) = sDL (α − , γ2− ), s sDL =  1 − 2α   2 − 2α(2 − γ3 ) = tLD (α − , γ3− ), t tLD =  1 − 2α   1 + 2α(2 − γ2 ) = sDD (α + , γ2+ ), s sDD =  2α   1 + 2α(2 − γ3 ) = tDD (α + , γ3+ ). tDD =  t 2α



(13) (14) (15) (16) (17)



As can be seen in (14) through (17), the efforts of the agents depend on the binding constraints. In what follows, the methodology of Armstrong and Rochet (1999) is applied using the six different cases (A to F). It is shown that the efforts are continuous on separation line between the cases. Case A is the situation where all “downward” incentive constraints bind. By definition of γi, this implies that γi > 0 ∀i and (sDD ) + (tDD ) = (sDL ) + (tDD ) = (sDD ) + (tLD ) ⇐⇒ sDD = sDL and tDD = tLD ⇔ (by (14) to (17)) γ2 = γ3 = 2 2 ⇐⇒ sDD = sDL = s(3) = ps and tDD = tLD =  t(3) = pt . 3 3



1 − 2α 2α (18)
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It remains to be checked that what we assumed initially (0 < γi < 1∀i) is satisfied: 1 − 2α 1 1 < 1 ⇐⇒ < α < , 2α 4 2 1 1 0 < γ1 = 1 − γ2 − γ3 < 1 ⇐⇒ < α < . 3 2 0 < γ2 = γ 3 =



Case B is the situation where the only “downward” incentive constraint which does not bind is the one to deter LL to mimic DD. By definition of γi , γ1 = 0 and γ2 , γ3 > 0. Define γ = γ2 and, by (11), γ3 = 1 − γ . 0 < γ < 1 if (sDL ) + (tDD ) = (sDD ) + (tLD ),



(19)



(sDL ) + (tDD ) ≥ (sDD ) + (tDD ),



(20)



(sDD ) + (tLD ) ≥ (sDD ) + (tDD ).



(21)



From (20) and (21), one can deduce that sDL ≥ sDD and tLD ≥ tDD so that (19) can be rewritten as (sDL )2 − (sDD )2 = (tLD )2 − (tDD )2 2  2   2  1 − 2α ps 4α ⇔ − pt 1 − α(2 − γ ) 1 + 2α(2 − γ )  2  2  1 − 2α 4α = . − 1 − α(1 + γ ) 1 + 2α(1 + γ )



(22) (23)



We will now prove that for every pair ( ppst , α), there is one and only one γ such that (22) = (23) is satisfied. The partial derivatives of the different efforts (wrt γ and α) computed in (14) through (17) are −ps γ ∂sDL = ≤ 0, ∂α (1 − α(2 − γ ))2



−ps α(1 − 2α) ∂sDL = ≤ 0, ∂γ (1 − α(2 − γ ))2



−pt (1 − γ ) ∂tLD = ≤ 0, ∂α (1 − α(1 + γ ))2



pt α(1 − 2α) ∂tLD = ≥ 0, ∂γ (1 − α(1 + γ ))2



4ps ∂sDD = ≥ 0, ∂α (1 + 2α(2 − γ ))2



ps 8α 2 ∂sDD = ≥ 0, ∂γ (1 + 2α(2 − γ ))2



∂tDD 4pt = ≥ 0, ∂α (1 + 2α(1 + γ ))2



−pt 8α 2 ∂tDD = ≤0 ∂γ (1 + 2α(1 + γ ))2



(24)



for (γ , α) ∈ [0, 1] × [0, 12 ]. Using partial derivatives, (22) and (23) are functions of γ for every ( ppst , α): (sDL (γ − ))2 − (sDD (γ + ))2 = (tLD (γ + ))2 − (tDD (γ − ))2 or (22)(γ − ) = (23)(γ + ). Since both sides are continuous, we know that the function 1 > γ ( ppst , α) > 0 is uniquely determined by (22) = (23) if
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(22)(γ ) ≥ (23)(γ )



when γ = 0,



(25)



and (22)(γ ) ≤ (23)(γ )



when γ = 1.



(26)



This is checked by plugging (14) through (17) with γ2 = γ = 0 = γ1 and γ3 = 1 into (25). The inequality reduces to 



ps pt



2 ≥



(32α 3 − 24α 2 + 1)(4α + 1)2 (8α + 1)(1 + 2α)2 (1 − α)2



which always satisfied when α > 14 since the (23) is negative. Using the same method, (26) reduces to  2 ps (32α 3 − 24α 2 + 1)(4α + 1)2 ≤1 pt (8α + 1)(1 + 2α)2 (1 − α)2 which always satisfied when α > 14 since the (22) is negative. γ ( ppst , α) is continuous in α = 13 : (18) implies that γ2 = γ3 = 1 + ps 3 (∀ pt ).



γ ( ppst ,



1− 3 )



1 2



and γ1 = 0 when −



(∀ ppst )



Moreover, = satisfies (22) = (23) when α = 13 α= since both sides of the equation reduce to zero at the limit. Efforts (14) through (17) are continuous in α = 13 : because of the continuity of γ (α) in α = 13 and (14) through (17). If ppst = 1, γ (α) = 12 ∀α satisfies (22) = (23). It will now be shown that for a given price ratio ppst 1 2



ps > 1, pt ps γ = γ (α + ) ⇐⇒ < 1. pt



γ = γ (α − ) ⇐⇒



The partial derivatives (24) imply that • γ (α + ) ⇒ (22)(α − ) and there are two opposite effects for (23): ∂ ∂γ (23) > 0.



• γ (α − ) ⇒ (23)(α − ) and there are two opposite effects for (22): ∂ ∂γ (22) > 0.



∂ ∂α (23)



< 0 and



∂ ∂α (22)



< 0 and



Fix ppst > 1, start from α = 13 and γ ( ppst , 13 ) = 12 , let α decrease, moving toward the left on Fig. 3 up to the intersection with case C where γ = 1. When ppst > 1, (22) = (23) ⇔ γ (α) puts a downward pressure on the LHS and an upward pressure on the RHS ⇔ γ (α − ). This implies ps pt



LD DD > 1 ⇒ dtdα < 0 and dtdα > 0 and dsdαLD < 0 or Numerical simulations show that both hold. DD LD • ppst < 1 ⇒ dsdαDL < 0 and dsdα > 0 and dtdα < 0 or Numerical simulations show that both hold.



•



dsDD dα



> 0 to satisfy (22) = (23).



dtDD dα



> 0 to satisfy (22) = (23).
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Case C occurs if γ1 = γ3 = 0 and γ2 = 1. Plugging this into (14) through (17) gives   ps (1 − 2α) 2(1 − α) = , s sDL = 1 − 2α 1−α



  4αps 1 + 2α sDD = = , s 2α 1 + 2α



tLD =  t(2) = t D = pt ,



4αpt 1 + 4α )= . tDD =  t( 2α 1 + 4α



(27)



It remains to be proven that upward constraints are satisfied; that is LD not DL



RLD ≥ RDL + (sDL ) − (tDL ) ⇔ (tDL ) − (tDD ) ≥ (sDL ) − (sDD ),



DL not LD



RDL ≥ RLD − (sLD ) + (tLD ) ⇔ (s L ) − (sDD ) ≥ (tLD ) − (tDD ),



LD not LL



(28)



(29)



RLD ≥ RLL − (tLL ) ⇔ (tLL ) − (tDD ) ≥ (sDL ) − (sDD ),



(30)



where (28) through (30) is established using (6) and (7) through (9). Equation (13) ensures that (28) is equivalent to (30). Equation (28) is equivalent to (5) if the efforts are replaced by their value in (27). It becomes clear now that when (5) is not satisfied, some upward constraints ((28) and (30)) are violated. Equation (29) is satisfied since (s L ) − (sDD ) > (sDL ) − (sDD ) ≥ (tLD ) − (tDD ), where the first inequality holds by definition of (·) and of s L and the second inequality must hold by definition of γi when γ2 = 1 and γ3 = 0. Finally, efforts are continuous on the separation line between case B and case C: for a given price ratio ppst > 1, when α decreases toward the separation between case B and case C, γ2 −→ 1 and γ3 −→ 0. Efforts are in of case B tend towards efforts in case C (27). Other cases. Besides case D (symmetric of case C where γ1 = 1 and γ2 = γ3 = 0), all other cases are impossible without upward binding constraints. Proof by contradiction: Suppose γ2 = 0 and γ1 , γ3 > 0. It implies (by definition of γi ) that (sDD ) + (tDD ) = (sDD ) + (tLD ) ⇔ tLD = tDD , (sDD ) + (tDD ) > (sDL ) + (tDD ) ⇔ sDD > sDL . 1 2α



Plugging γ2 = 0 into (14) leads to sDL = s D ⇒ sDD > sDL is possible by (16) if < 0 which is impossible. Similar impossibilities arise for γ3 = 0 and γ1 , γ2 > 0 and γ2 = γ3 = 0 and γ1 = 1.
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Case E (The proof is similar to the proof of case B) When case E holds, some upward constraints must be taken into account and the rents are: RDD = 0,  1 (tDD )2 2(tDD )2 − (tDD )2 = 0 + (tDD ) = , 4 4  1 RLL = RDL + 2(sDL )2 − (sDL )2 = (tDD ) + (sDL ) 4



RDL = RDD +



(tDD )2 (sDL )2 + , 4 4 ⎫ ⎧  1 ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ RDD + 2(sDD )2 − (sDD )2 ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ 4 ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎬ ⎨  1 2 2 2 2 RLD = max RDL + 2(sDL ) − (sDL ) + (tDL ) − 2(tDL ) ⎪ ⎪ 4 ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪   1 ⎪ ⎪ ⎭ ⎩ RLL + (tDD )2 − 2(tDD )2 4 ⎧ ⎫ ⎪ ⎪ ⎨ (sDD ) ⎬ = max (tDD ) + (sDL ) − (tDL ) ⎪ ⎪ ⎩ ⎭ (tDD ) + (sDL ) − (tLL ) ⎧ ⎫ (sDD )2 ⎪ ⎪ ⎨ ⎬ 1 2 2 2 = max (tDD ) + (sDL ) − (tDL ) . ⎪ ⎪ 4 ⎩ ⎭ (tDD )2 + (sDL )2 − (tLL )2 =



This means that the objective function of the principal (3) can be rewritten as follows:   1 α{SDD − RDD + SLL − RLL } + − α {SDL − RDL + SLD − RLD } 2    1 2 2 = α ps sDD + pt tDD − (sDD ) + (tDD ) 2     1 1 − α ps sDL + pt tDL − 2(sDL )2 + (tDL )2 + (tDD )2 + 2 4    1 + α ps sLL + pt tLL − (sLL )2 + (tLL )2 + (tDD )2 + (sDL )2 4    1 1 − α ps sLD + pt tLD − (sLD )2 + 2(tLD )2 + 2 4   1 γ1 (sDD )2 + γ2 (tDD )2 + (sDL )2 − (tDL )2 4   



2 2 2 , + γ3 (tDD ) + (sDL ) − (tLL )



−
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where the γi ≥ 0 are again a kind of Lagrangian multiplier: in particular γi = 0 if the related constraint (see Fig. 2) does not bind and γ1 + γ2 + γ3 = 1. The efforts are: sLL = sLD = s L = 2ps ,   2α − γ3 (1 − 2α)  ≥ t L = 2pt , tLL = t 2α tDL =  t(1 − γ2 ) ≥ t L = 2pt ,   1 + (1 − 2α)(2 − γ1 ) , s sDL = 1 − 2α



(31)



tLD =  t(2) = t D = pt ,   4α + γ1 (1 − 2α) , s sDD = 2α   2 + 2α − γ1 (1 − 2α) . tDD =  t 2α γi > 0 ∀i if: (tDD ) + (sDL ) − (tDL ) = (tDD ) + (sDL ) − (tLL ),



(32)



(tDD ) + (sDL ) − (tDL ) = (sDD ),



(33)



(tDD ) + (sDL ) − (tLL ) = (sDD ).



(34)



Using (31) and (32), one can see that 1−2α 2α γ3 = γ2 and (33) is equivalent to (34). −2α 2α Using (34) one can redefine the γi , γ2 = γ , γ3 = 1−2α γ , γ1 = 1−γ 1−2α and 0 < γ < 1 − 2α. The partial derivatives of the efforts with respect to α and γ are −4ps (1 + γ ) ∂sDL = ≤ 0, ∂α (2(1 − α) + γ )2



−2ps (1 − 2α) ∂sDL = ≤ 0, ∂γ (2(1 − α) + γ )2



∂tDL = 0, ∂α



∂tDL 2pt = ≥ 0, ∂γ (1 − γ )2



∂sDD 4ps (1 − γ ) ≥ 0, = ∂α (1 + 2α − γ )2



∂sDD 4ps α ≥ 0, = ∂γ (1 + 2α − γ )2



4pt (1 + γ ) ∂tDD = > 0, ∂α (4α + 1 + γ )2



−pt 8α 2 ∂tDD = ≤0 ∂γ (1 + 2α(1 + γ ))2



(35)



for (γ , α) ∈ [0, 1] × [0, 12 ]. Let us rewrite (33) as (tDL ) − (tDD ) = (sDL ) − (sDD ),



(36)



where, by definition of  and (35), for every pair ( ppst , α), the RHS increases with γ (RHS(γ + )) and the LHS decreases with γ (LHS(γ − )). This means that there is
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an unique equilibrium γ for every pair ( ppst , α) if the two following conditions are satisfied: LHS < RHS when γ = 0 ⇔ (t L ) − (tDD ) < (sDL ) − (sDD ) which is satisfied since, firstly, when γ = 0 (⇔ γ1 = γ2 = 0 and γ3 = 1) we are back to the efforts of case C as can be checked comparing (31) and (27) and, second, (5) or (28) does not hold by definition of case E LHS > RHS when γ = 1 − 2α ⇔ γ1 = 0 ⇐⇒ (tDL ) − (tDD ) > (t L ) − (tDD ) > 0 > (sDL ) − (s D ). Equation (36) defines a function γ ( ppst , α). As discussed above, when γ = 0 we are on the separation curve between case C and E where there is no discontinuity in the efforts. Departing from this curve, and moving to the left in Fig. 3 (keeping ppst constant), γ increases (γ = γ (α − )): indeed, γ ≥ 0 and γ = 0 on the separation curve. Reducing the correlation α leads to an increase in γ up to the point where α = 0 where sDD = tDD = 0 (as can be checked using (31)) and (36) reduces to ppst = 2+γ 1−γ . The RHS of (36) unambiguously increases as α decreases, and by the equality, the LHS also increases. There are two countervailing effects on the LHS: the direct effect ∂ ∂ ) puts an upward pressure and the indirect effect (through ∂γ ) puts and a (through ∂α downward pressure on the LHS. dtLD dtDD dα < 0 and dα > 0 since the partial effects of γ (α) and α go in the same DD > 0. Numerical simulations show direction. Equation (23) holds if dsdαLD < 0 or dsdα that both hold.  Acknowledgements I am indebted to Mathias Dewatripont and Estelle Cantillon for reading and discussing several earlier versions of this paper. I am grateful to the editor, John Wilson, and an anonymous referee for their comments. Felix Bierbrauer, Elena Del Rey, Marjorie Gassner, Paula Stephan, Reinhilde Veugelers, Joana Pais (discussant at the ENTER Jamboree in Barcelona), Maria Smirnova (at the JMA in Lille) and Anders Brostrom (at the Workshop on Innovation, Entrepreneurship and Growth in Stockholm) commented on previous versions of this text that circulated as Multimensional Screening and University Output.
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